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Here we are in the thick of the season and in
most of Louisiana, the weather has been very
kind to bluebirds. We did suffer a cold snap or
two that triggered many re-nestings very early
into the incubation stage. Often, those young,
undeveloped eggs can withstand “cool downs” of
as much as a week or two but the ones I heard
about didn’t make it. At any rate, early losses
don’t cost them much—a day and a half to build
the nest which triggers the body to produce a new
clutch in about 5 days. Probably enough to
exhaust a bird before a third cycle attempt which,
in South Louisiana, at least, they’re better-off not
even trying.
I think a bluebird’s “quality of life” yields two
successful clutches a season with the opportunity
to retreat to shaded woods during those hottest of
summer months to teach young the facts of life
(to eat and not be eaten!). Providing nestboxes is
not enough to reach such a goal — they must
have habitat and that’s a loaded word. While
working with my Dad this year planting for quail,
I learned that some peas are planted for their
ability to actually attract insects that the quail
like to eat.
This land is where I have a 50-box trail and now
into its fourth year, I can see where the oldest
“alpha pairs” hang out. They seem to prefer very
open spots in the middle of longer grass and if a
utility line runs overhead, that to them must be a
layout made in heaven!
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Insects being produced in the tall grass pass
through open lanes where the blues expend
very little energy pouncing on them.
I have to thank members, Alethea, Dorothy,
Evelyn, and Sheryl for doing another great
job promoting LBBS and educating the
public about bluebirds and cavity nesters at
Louisiana Earth Day in Baton Rouge. And
then, Dorothy turns around a week later and
helps do a “Special Saturdays” educational
outreach program with the LSU Museum of
Natural Sciences.
As usual, Evelyn has been busy making
presentations and getting new members in
her area. When we talk to family, friends
and the general public we should say that
the best thing you can do for your blues is to
learn about them — then, the second best
thing you can do is join LBBS.
You might have seen on our web site where
we mourn the lost of Deb Hoover’s mother,
Nell Odom. Nell, from West Monroe was
very active in the Friends of Black Bayou
where we have our annual meetings. She
would graciously help set-up and serve
refreshments at those meetings.
Mark your calendar for September 20, 2008
for LBBS Annual Meeting at Black Bayou
Conservation Center, Monroe, 9:30 til 1:00.

OFFICERS

LBBS 2008 ANNUAL MEETING

President: Kenny Kleinpeter

Louisiana Bayou Bluebird Society will hold
its annual meeting at Black Bayou Wildlife
Refuge Learning Center, Monroe, Louisiana
on September 20, 2008. The meeting will
begin with registration and social hour at
9:30 A.M. and adjourn at 1:00 P.M.

Vice President: John Tidwell
Sec/Treas: Sheryl Bassi
Historian: Christy LeGuin
Recording Secretary/Public Relations

Keynote speaker for the meeting is Dr.
Samuel Scurria, Delhi. He will talk about
bluebirds, their homes ,predator guards and
monitoring. He will have some nice
surprises in store, so don’t miss it.

Past President: Evelyn Cooper

BOARD MEMBERS
Barbara Hargrove

A Round Table discussion will follow.
Mildred Hyde will give a “show and tell”
during this hour on what you need to carry
to monitor.

M.J. Shearer

Clayton Cooper, Jr. Bobbie Boykin
Jay McCallum

Mildred Hyde

Yvonne Bordelon

Dorothy Gammel

Tom Allen, Oak Ridge, will tell us about
Sparrow Spookers, inbox and ground traps.
Nice door prizes will be given which will
include complete units, nest box and
predator guards and a set of Nikon
binoculars.

REGISTRATION FOR LBBS
ANNUAL MEETING
Please register for our main door prize, a nice
set of Nikon binoculars and your name will
be put in the pot to draw. You must be
present to win. There is no fee for
registration. Call 318-878-3210 or send an email to emcooper@bayou.com with your
name and phone number or write a card to
LBBS, 1222 Cook Road, Delhi, LA and state
names of parties attending the meeting and
your contact information. You can register
now.

SPARROW SPOOKER
Photo by: Dave Kinneer , VA

Photo of Sparrow Spooker at left
By: Dave Kinneer, VA.
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The Children’s Table was constantly busy at Earth Day. Origami bluebirds always a hit!

At left is Penny Howard, Baker, LA, showing the nests and eggs to participants at Earth Day.
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Workers at
Louisiana Earth
Day, Baton
Rouge left to
right: Alethea
Brown,
Mandeville,
Evelyn Cooper,
Delhi, Dorothy
Gammel, Denham
Springs, Sheryl
Bassi, Leland, MS
and Kenny
Kleinpeter, Baton
Rouge.

.

Earth Day Parade marches by the side of the Old State Capitol Building
in background
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CHILDREN’S SPECIAL SATURDAY APRIL 26, 2008
LSU MUSEUM OF NATURAL SCIENCE
LBBS board member Dorothy Gammel presented a program for the Children's
Special Saturday series at the LSU Natural Museum of Science on the LSU campus
on 4/26/08. Approximately 20 children aged 5 to 12 participated in activities related
to bluebirds and other native songbirds. After a short talk by Dorothy, the children
watched the video "Bluebirds: Inside the Nest Box." Parents and children
were fascinated by the nest box cam which captured bluebird nest building, egg
laying, hatching, feeding, and fledging. Who would have guessed that those tiny
little birds could swallow whole grasshoppers? Now we know why they grow so
fast! After the video, the children moved between 4 tables with activities such as the
ever-popular bluebird origami (always a hit at Earth Day), matching songbird nests to
the builder, word searches, matching bluebird photographs to the species (Western,
Mountain, and Eastern bluebirds), listening to bird calls, and examining meal worms
with a magnifying glass. No one volunteered for a taste test to try to explain why
bluebirds find this snack so tasty. Parents were involved in the activities as well,
guiding their children and asking questions about attracting bluebirds to their
backyard.
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Children learning about Bluebirds and native cavity nesters at Special
Saturday at the LSU Museum of Natural Science.
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The strategy of Sitting On Eggs
Sitting on a nest may look easy, but it involves more trade-offs than meet the
eye.
When birds sit on eggs, they are not simply relaxing. They are regulating the
temperature of the clutch. The optimal range is 96.8 degrees F to 104.9 degrees F
(36C to 40.6C) If egg temperatures drop below the optimal range, embryonic
development slows. Higher temperatures are lethal for the embryo.
Although most people think of incubating as a warming process, birds may need
to cool their eggs by shading or moistening them in hot environments. For example,
one pair of California’s Salton Sea made 155 trips in one day to soak their belly feathers
in water to cool their eggs.
Incubation requires a balance between sitting on the eggs to maintain their
temperature and leaving the nest to refuel by foraging. Different bird species cope with
the conflict in various ways.
Male Emperor Penguins fast for 64 days, living off stored fat while incubating
eggs. In other species, including many gulls, shorebirds, and songbirds, the male and
female take turns incubating the clutch. Females of many songbirds and hummingbirds
incubate the eggs alone. In some species, such as goldfinches and crossbills, the male
will supplement the female with food while she sits on the nest. But in other species,
the female must leave the eggs unattended when she goes out to forage. For a
hummingbird, that’s at least 140 times each day.
Incubation thus involves a series of trade-offs; a female gains energy by leaving
the nest to forage, but she must expend energy to re-warm or cool the clutch after
returning. The way the birds allocate their incubation and feeding times can affect
reproductive success.
Recent studies have shown that energy requirements during incubation are so
demanding that they can limit clutch size and therefore the number of young that a
female can produce. Ambient temperatures may also play a role in determining how
hard birds must work to keep the eggs at the proper temperature. Large clutches require
more energy to warm, but they also retain heat better while the female is foraging.
Thus, large clutches may be easier to incubate in cooler environments.
Data from The Birdhouse Network have shown that clutch sizes of Eastern
Bluebirds increase from south to north and from east to west (Birdscope, Spring 2000).
Do incubation constraints factor in? By collecting data on incubation and ambient
temperatures at Eastern Bluebird nests, participants in our pilot study are helping us
develop protocols for a study investigating the factors limiting clutch size and
reproductive success.
Article by Caren Cooper and Miyoko Chu
“Bluebird” Journal of the North American Society
In our last newsletter, we talked about making attractive boxes for trails and backyards.
Wildflowers along make it look nice too.
The other side of the coin is that if you have problems with vandalism or suspect it
would invite them, do not ever make the box conspicuous and paint it a dull gray or
leave it natural . The less noticeable or attractive it is, is the best route to take in those
situations. Also, place it away from busy roads or streets if any problems exist or
might exist. Be careful to notice for any signs of tampering or box opening.
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